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Abstract

In this article, the authors propose an optimally designed fixed beamformer (BF) for stereophonic acoustic echo
cancelation (SAEC) in real hands-free communication applications. Several contributions related to the combination
of beamforming and echo cancelation have appeared in the literature so far, but, up to the authors’ knowledge, the
idea of using optimal fixed BFs in a real-time SAEC system both for echo reduction and stereophonic audio rendering
is first addressed in this contribution. The employment of such designed BFs allows positively addressing both issues,
as the several simulated and real tests seem to confirm. In particular, the stereo-recording quality attainable through
the proposed approach has been preliminarily evaluated by means of subjective listening tests. Moreover, the overall
system robustness against microphone array imperfections and noise presence has been experimentally evaluated.
This allowed the authors to implement a real hands-free communication system in which the usage of the proposed
beamforming technique has proven its superiority with respect to the usual two-microphone one in terms of echo
reduction, and guaranteeing a comparable spatial image. Moreover, the proposed framework requires a low
computational cost increment with regard to the baseline approach, since only few extra filtering operations with
short filters need to be executed. Nevertheless, according to the performed simulations, the BF-based SAEC
configuration seems to not require the signal decorrelation module, resulting in an overall computational saving.

Keywords: Fixed beamforming, Microphone array, Real-time stereophonic acoustic echo cancelation, Hands-free
communication, Stereophonic recording

1 Introduction
Nowadays, the flexibility provided by hands-free com-
munication devices has revolutionized the way humans
communicate. Nonetheless, when one deals with hands-
free systems there are several issues to face and problems
to solve. The most relevant one is the echo presence, due
to the acoustic coupling between microphones and loud-
speakers located in the same room. Thus, an acoustic echo
canceler is needed and several algorithmic solutions have
been proposed in the literature in the last two decades
[1]. More recently, the academic and technology market
interest has been attracted by the chance to employ spatial
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audio techniques to enhance the sound realism in tele-
conferencing systems. Thus, many solutions have been
proposed for multiparty conferencing where more micro-
phones and loudspeakers are involved in each room. As
a consequence of this, suitable multichannel AEC algo-
rithms have been developed to deal with the echo problem
in presence of multiple audio paths, where the task to be
solved is tougher than in the single-channel case study, as
rigorously illustrated in [2]. Indeed, the “non-uniqueness
problem” occurs in the multichannel scenario, due to
the high correlation degree between recorded signals: a
very popular involved technique involves the addition of
a decorrelation module to allow multichannel adaptive
filtering working properly [2-5].
Moreover, microphone arrays have become essential in

many applications related to music or voice recording,
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processing, and transmission [6].More specifically, micro-
phones arrays are particularly useful in order to remove
from the desired signal interference due for example to
noise, reverberation or acoustic echoes. In fact, spatial fil-
tering, in addition to temporal filtering, is very efficient
because the sources of interferences are usually spatially
located away from speaker in many environments.
Data-dependent adaptive beamformers (BFs) have

proven to be the theoretically optimal choice because
they can maximize noise and interference suppression.
However, in real environments several reasons (e.g., room
reverberation, arrays andmicrophone imperfections, high
temporal variability of the typical interferences) lead to a
recorded signal distortion and to a complex integration in
advanced systems [7].
Nevertheless, integration of an echo canceler with a

microphone array [8], in order to make the most of the
positive synergies among them, is suitable to better deal
with real-life scenarios: in fact, a crucial issue in AEC is
the separation of the local talker from unwanted audio
interferences (as background noise and echo itself ). With
the aim of optimizing the overall AEC performance, sev-
eral configurations have been thus proposed, even in the
multichannel case study [9,10]. Microphones arrays have
been also used to enhance stereophonic teleconferencing
in [11].
In this contribution a very low computational cost

solution based on two optimally designed fixed BFs is
proposed to suitably deal with real-life teleconferenc-
ing scenarios, where speakers are in two different rooms
equipped with a large television display and there are
audio recording microphones on the top of the screen
and two loudspeakers for stereo reproduction on its sides.
The developed architecture allows to improve the ordi-
nary performance of SAEC algorithms: the echo power
is significantly reduced with respect to the standard
two-microphone based implementation, the distortions
often occurring in adaptive beamforming are completely
avoided, and the acoustic spatiality effect is guaranteed.
The proposed approach also ensures a stereophonic-like
audio recording, due to the designed beampattern shapes,
resulting in an enhanced quality of communication in
terms of spatial localization of teleconference speakers.
Up to the authors’ knowledge, this represents the first
attempt to propose a real-time BF-based hands-free com-
munication system taking both echo reduction perfor-
mance and stereophonic experience into account. More-
over, it will be experimentally proven that the BF-based
SAEC configuration does not practically suffer of the
stereo signal correlation problem, allowing to neglect the
decorrelation module, thus obtaining a certain computa-
tional saving. The issue has been already and preliminarily
faced in [12]: this article represents an extended version of
the previous contribution, providing more experimental

results, in terms of system robustness analysis and behav-
ior in real acoustic environments, together with a more
detailed description of employed algorithms.
The article is organized as follows: Section 2 provides an

overview of all algorithms used in this study, with a spe-
cial care to the adopted BF synthesis approach. Section
3 details all the experiments done to evaluate the effec-
tiveness of the idea. First, subjective tests regarding the
stereophonic recording capability attained by means of
the beamforming approach are discussed. Then, some
simulated tests, accomplished to make a first assessment
of the system, are described. Finally, system robustness is
examined as preliminary and necessary step before going
to consider the real system implementation, whose main
issues and results are also faced in this study. Section 4
concludes the article and provides some hints for future
developments.

2 The overall stereophonic hands-free
communication system

The system used in this article for stereophonic acoustic
echo cancelation (SAEC) experiments consists of:

• two fixed BFs, one per audio channel in a
stereo-based communication;

• a decorrelation block;
• a stereophonic acoustic echo canceler made of four

adaptive filters;
• a double-talk detection (DTD) module.

Microphone arrays and beamforming techniques jointly
play a relevant role in many applications related to music
or voice recording, processing, and transmission [6].
Due to the spatial filtering capability, they allow remov-
ing annoying disturbances, like noise, reverberation, and
acoustic echoes from the desired signal. Indeed, focusing
on the echo cancelation problem, several beamforming
based algorithmic architectures have been proposed in the
literature so far [9,10], also in the multichannel case study
[11]. This study proposes a fixed beamforming algorithm
to be included within the SAEC system, typically com-
posed of the decorrelation block, the adaptive filters, and
the double-talk detection module.
The use of a two-channel (stereo) system allows one

to obtain satisfactory results in terms of spatial informa-
tion that helps listeners to identify the speaker position.
Unfortunately, the problem of SAEC cannot be viewed
as a simple generalization of the mono-channel case
for different reasons [2]: indeed, more adaptive filters
have to be identified and the linear relationship exist-
ing between the two channels generated from the same
source brings convergence problems related to the ill-
conditioned covariance matrix. Therefore, a method to
reduce the interchannel coherence must be introduced
in order to obtain good echo cancelation performance
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providing the slightest alteration of the sound perception
[1,13].
As regards the adaptive filtering algorithm, the use of

a frequency-domain adaptive filtering algorithm is due to
its interesting computational cost: as a matter of fact, the
adaptation procedure is performed by taking advantage
of the fast Fourier transform (FFT) efficiency (Fast-LMS)
[14], allowing an improved convergence with low com-
putational requirements [15,16], even in presence of long
impulse responses (IRs). The main drawback of this algo-
rithm is the input-output delay, because it is equal to the
adaptive filter length: long IRs to be identified require long
adaptive filters, that means a high processing latency. In
[17], the generalization of frequency-domain adaptive fil-
tering to the partitioning of the adaptive filter is proposed:
in this case, the filter length is a positive integermultiple of
the block size, which can be opportunely reduced in order
to lower the input-output latency.
Finally, the system for SAEC must include a double-talk

detection module which “freezes” the adaptation proce-
dure whenever a near-end signal is detected in order to
avoid the divergence of the adaptive algorithm [18,19].
Subsequently, a suitable DTD decision variable ξ has to
be found. An optimal decision variable for double-talk
detection should behave as follows:

• if double-talk is not present, ξ > T ;
• if double-talk is present, ξ < T ;

where T is a constant.
The block diagram of the whole system is shown in

Figure 1. Details regarding the aforementioned blocks are
reported in the following sections.

2.1 Fixed beamforming algorithm
The present section is devoted to the description of the
approach used to develop two broadband linear array
beamformers characterized by complementary beampat-
terns. Such a spatial complementarity is aimed at obtain-
ing a stereophonic sound recording capability.
The procedure followed for the BFs design is based

on the variably-weighted least squares criterium [20]. Let
us consider a linear array consisting of M microphones
and that the BFs work under the far-field assumption.
Each microphone signal is processed by an QBF-tap finite
impulse response (FIR) filter wm (with m = 0, 1, . . . ,M −
1). According to these assumptions, the array steering
vector can be expressed as follows:

g(f , θ) =

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

e−j2π f /fs

...

ej2π(QBF−1)f /fs

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⊗

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

e−j2π f τ0

e−j2π f τ1

...

e−j2π f τM−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
, (1)

where fs is the sampling frequency, ⊗ is the Kronecker
product, θ is the angle of incidence of the plane wave,
and τm = dm cos θ/c(m = 0, 1, . . . ,M − 1) are the time
delays from themth microphone to the center of the array,
with dm the distance between the mth microphone and
the center of the array and c ≈ 340m/s the sound speed
in air.
The BF response is given by

P(f , θ) = wTg(f , θ) (2)

where the superscript ()T represents the transpose opera-
tor, and

w =[wT
0 ,w

T
1 , . . . ,w

T
M−1]

T (3)

is the BF weight vector. In this context, the steering vector
is given by

g(f , θ)=

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

1

e−j2π f /fs

...

ej2π(QBF−1)f /fs

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

⊗diag{A(θ)}

⎡
⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣

e−j2π f τ0

e−j2π f τ1

...

e−j2π f τM−1

⎤
⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦
,

(4)

where A(θ) = α + (1 − α) cos(θ), α describes the micro-
phone polar pattern (α = 0.25 for hypercardioid, α = 1
for omnidirectional, and α = 0.5 for cardioid micro-
phones), and diag{}makes a squarematrix whose diagonal
has A(θ) elements.
The original design procedure aims to obtain a BF which

satisfies the frequency-angle passband shaping constraints
(�p,�p) while holding stopband level (�s,�s) as low as
possible. Furthermore, in order to obtain a sound stereo-
phonic recording two different and complementary BFs
have been designed. One of them with �s = (0◦ −
20◦, 90◦ − 180◦) and �p = (20◦ − 90◦) and the other one
with �s = (0◦ −90◦, 160◦ −180◦) and �p = (90◦ −160◦).
In this way, by using them simultaneously, it is possible
to record sound coming from the left and the right side
of the room. We have chosen M = 7 and QBF = 32.
Figure 2A,B depict the synthesized beampatterns of the
left oriented and right oriented BFs with hypercardioid
microphones, respectively. Considering that the sampling
frequency is 48KHz, figures above show how the beam-
patterns have an omogeneous behavior up to 12KHz, that
can be considered adequate to deal with speech signals.

2.2 Decorrelation algorithm
The approach used in this article is described in [5]: it is
based on a time-varying phase modulation according to
the human ear sensitivity which is high at low frequencies
and gradually decreases with increasing frequency. First,
signals are decomposed into subbands using the complex
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Figure 1 Block diagram of the overall stereophonic hands-free communication system (the echo canceler is shown only for the receiving
room).

modulated lapped transform (CMLT) which is a com-
plex value transform that preserves phase information;
then, the phase modulation is applied to the transformed
signals according to the specific frequency. Taking advan-
tage of the CMLT, phase modulation is applied to the
two channels of the stereo signal in a conjugate complex
way through a complex multiplication with e±jϕ(t,s), where
ϕ(t, s) = a(s) sin(2π fmt) is the signal phase, depending on
the continuous time t and the subband s, with a(s) being
the phasemodulation term at subband s. It is worth noting
that it is possible to develop an efficient CMLT implemen-
tation taking advantage of the FFT algorithm, providing a
suitable solution for real-time scenarios [21].

2.3 Adaptive filtering algorithm
The main equations describing the adaptive filtering algo-
rithm used in this article are reported [22]. The impulse
response of length N is partitioned into K partitions.
Assuming a two-channel scenario, whereX(p)

k,m andw(p)
k,m−1

are the input signal and the filter coefficients for each
channel p (p = 1, 2) and partition k (k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) at
each block index m, the estimated echo ym is derived as
follows:

ym =
K∑

k=1

(
X(1)
k,mw

(1)
k,m−1

)
+

K∑
k=1

(
X(2)
k,mw

(2)
k,m−1

)
. (5)

Then, the residual echo signal em is obtained by sub-
tracting ym from the microphone signal dm:

em = dm − ym. (6)

Finally, the filter coefficients are updated as follows

w(1)
k,m = w(1)

k,m−1 + μm∇(1)
k,m for k = 1,2,. . . ,K

w(2)
k,m = w(2)

k,m−1 + μm∇(2)
k,m for k = 1,2,. . . ,K,

(7)

where μm is the fixed convergence speed μ normalized
by the power of the input signal at each block index m
(i.e., block NLMS [16]) and ∇(p)

k,m is the block gradient
estimate for each channel p (p = 1, 2) and partition k
(k = 1, 2, . . . ,K) at each block index m. Differently from
[22], a fixed step-size has been considered. The FFT effi-
ciency has been exploited for the implementation of the
block NLMS [16], e.g., for the filtering operation and for
the computation of the block gradient estimate, applying
suitable constraints in order to avoid circular convolution.

2.4 Double talk detector
In this article, the algorithm used for the DTD mod-
ule is based on two control variables, ξ1 and ξ2, with
the aim of obtaining a more correct detection espe-
cially in presence of low-level signals. The former is
based on the approach discussed in [18], and employs
the cross-correlation between the far-end signal and the
microphone signal. The latter is based on the approach
described in [19], i.e. on the cross-correlation between the
residual echo signal and the microphone signal. Double-
talk is detected whenever

ξ1 < T1 and ξ2 > T2, (8)

where T1 and T2 are properly selected. Experimental
results have shown a more correct and robust behavior
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Figure 2 Beampattern of left oriented and right oriented BFs with hypercardioid microphones. A Left oriented beampattern. B Right
oriented beampattern.
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when double-talk occurs, considering T1 = 0.8 and
T2 = 0.5.
Algorithm 1 summarizes the main steps to be per-

formed, considering all the aforementioned blocks.

Algorithm 1 Overall stereophonic hands-free
communication system description

while streaming audio do

Far-end Input blocks (left and right channel)
with 50% overlap;
for each channel p do

Complex multiplication for phase
modulation (using CMLT filter
bank) applied to far-end signals;

end
Local reproduction of processed far-end
signals;
Near-end Input blocks (microphone signals);
Optimally designed left BF applied to
near-end signals, providing the left channel;
Optimally designed right BF applied to
near-end signals, providing the right channel;
Estimated echo signal y computation;
Residual echo signal e computation;
DTD control variables ξ1 and ξ2 computation;
if ξ1 < T1 and ξ2 > T2 then

no adaptation (double-talk)
else

for each channel p do
for each filter section k do

Filter section w(p)
k adaptation;

end
end

else
Output blocks (left and right channel);

end

2.5 Computational cost
Computational costs of different system blocks have been
shown in Table 1 in terms of arithmetic operations
per sample. The parameters of interest are described as
follows: QSAEC and K are the framesize and the parti-
tions number used by stereophonic acoustic echo can-
celer, respectively; KDTD is the partition number used by
Double-Talk Detector; QBF and M are the framesize and
the microphone number used by Beamformer; finally, for
a generic framesize Q, the term 2Q log(2Q) represents the
FFT computational cost.
Let us provide a numeric example. Given the sam-

pling frequency equal to 48KHz and assuming QSAEC =
512, K = 16, KDTD = 8, QBF = 32, and M =

Table 1 Computational cost of different system blocks

Computational cost

Stereophonic (2 ∗ QSAEC ∗ (8 ∗ (1 + K) ∗ log(2 ∗ QSAEC) + 1)+
acoustic echo +(88K + 9) ∗ (QSAEC + 1))/QSAEC
canceler

Double-talk ((136 ∗ KDTD + 40) ∗ (QSAEC + 1)+
detector +34 ∗ QSAEC + 210 + 16 ∗ (1 + KDTD)+

+ ∗ QSAEC log(2 ∗ QSAEC))/QSAEC

Decorrelation (2 ∗ (2 ∗ (2QSAEC ∗ log(2QSAEC)) + 2QSAEC+
module +4(QSAEC + 1)) + 2 ∗ 2 ∗ QSAEC ∗ 4)/QSAEC

Beamformer M ∗ (2 ∗ 2QBF ∗ log(2QBF) + 6 ∗ 2QBF)/QBF+
+((M − 1) ∗ (QBF + 1))/QBF

7, the computational cost in terms of million floating
point operation per second (MFLOPS) results � 198.8
for SAEC module, � 125.0 for DTD module, � 2.7
for decorrelation module, and � 2.5 for BF module. It
can be observed how the computational burden of this
latter module is negligible in comparison with the first
two.

3 Experimental tests
This section is aimed at experimentally proving the effec-
tiveness of the beamforming based technique for stereo-
phonic hands-free communications. The Intel integrated
primitives (IPP) library [23], a high performance library
for mathematical computation, has been used for the sys-
tem implementation as NU-Tech Satellites (NUTSs) [24]
on the NU-Tech framework [24], a suitable software plat-
form for real time audio processing directly on a PC
hardware. Tests have been carried out on two PCs Dell
Precision T1500 with Intel i5 Core. Different tests have
been performed and they have been arranged in four
groups as follows:

• Subjective evaluation of stereo recordings: the
objective is to evaluate to what extent two BFs
designed as discussed in Section 2.1 are able to render
the stereophonic effect in recordings;

• Simulated tests: some computer simulations are
described to show the behavior of the overall system
under ideal acoustic conditions;

• System robustness tests: with these tests, the authors
want to assess the impact of microphone-array
perturbations and noise in the overall system
performance, always from a simulated scenario
perspective;

• Real tests: once shown that the system is robust
enough and can work well also under real acoustic
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conditions, some real tests are performed and related
results are discussed to draw final conclusions on the
effectiveness of the proposed idea.

3.1 Subjective evaluation of stereo recordings
In this section, the results of the subjective listening tests
are discussed. The objective is assessing the stereophonic
effect provided by means of the employed beamforming
technique.

3.1.1 Subjective tests setup
In these tests the opinions of 20 different subjects about
72 audio files have been collected. The goal of the tests
consisted in evaluating the subjective difference between
standard stereo recording technique and beamforming
based approach in terms of stereophonic sound render-
ing. The tests were organized as follows. First, some
audio examples relative to the real stereophonic record-
ing method have been provided to the subjects just before
starting their test session. This was made by stressing the
focus on the acoustic spatial image, with the aim of pro-
viding a useful general reference from this perspective.
Afterwards, during the real test, the subjects were asked to
listen to a total amount of 72 audio files, recorded with the
two techniques and randomly ordered, and then classify
them according to their sound experience. Test audio files
were synthetically created by using both male and female
speakers and by varying different parameters: the position
of the speaker, the value of reverberation coefficient, the

distance between speaker and microphones, and the used
technique.
It must be pointed out that, up to the authors’ knowl-

edge, no significant contributions are available as useful
terms of comparison in the present application area, in
contrast to other fields where many efforts have been
made in the literature [25-28]. The subjective meth-
ods proposed therein have not been considered in the
present experimental study since the objective was not
comparing to what extent two stimuli are different or
which one is closer to a certain reference, but how
much confusable they are in terms of spatial image.
Therefore, the listener was asked to classify them in
a continuous sequence of listening tests, assessing its
ability to distinguish the two techniques used to pro-
duce such an acoustic feature. The proposed approach
has been inspired by the subjective validation methodol-
ogy for musical instrument emulation algorithms adopted
in [29].
The software platform used for the tests, namely A3LAB

Evaluation Tool (Figure 3), is a Microsoft.NET C# appli-
cation, configured after compile-time bymodifying exten-
sible application markup language (XAML) files. It is an
interactive tool through which users can listen to the
audio files and express their assessment grade or prefer-
ence according to the evaluation method in usage.

3.1.2 Subjective evaluation of stereo recordings
Results of the performed preliminary subjective tests are
reported in this section. By referring to [30,31], confusion

Figure 3 A3LAB evaluation tool for subjective listening tests.
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matrix has been created, taking the following definitions
into account:

Accuracy = TM + TB
TM + FM + TB + FB

(9)

where TM,TB are the number of correct answers in iden-
tifying the standard (“M” stands for “microphone”) and
the BF based approach (“B” stands for “beamforming”) for
stereophonic recording, whereas FM, FB are the number
of wrong answers again when “M” and “B” are expected
to be recognized. The majority of Accuracy values are all
included between 0.35 and 0.65 (with an average of 0.48),
as depicted in Figure 4A: as pointed out in [30,31], a value
equal to 0.5 means random guessing and obtained Accu-
racy values goes along this direction. Similar conclusions
were drawn in [32], targeted to the synthesis of musi-
cal instrument tones, where the sound indistinguishability
threshold was set to 0.75.
Moreover, results in terms of receiver operating charac-

teristic (ROC) [31] are provided in Figure 4B. Each ROC
point is relative to a single subject test session. It can
be easily observed that all values are close to the square
diagonal (and many of them even under it), meaning
that a coherent classification of stereophonic recording
techniques under test has not been accomplished by the
subjects. Such classification would have corresponded to
those ROC points located close to the ideal position (0,1).
Concluding, reported results seem to reasonably sup-
port the similarity between the BF-based approach and
the standard microphone configuration for stereophonic
recording and spatial image rendering.

3.2 Simulated tests
In this Section, the results of PC simulations under ideal
acoustic conditions are shown in terms of echo return
loss enhancement (ERLE). More specifically, the following
expression of ERLE has been considered:

ERLE(n) = 10 log10
ε[ e2(n)]
ε[ y2(n)]

(10)

where the followings hold:

ε[ e2(n)]= γ ε[ e2(n)]+(1 − γ )e2(n) (11)

ε[ y2(n)]= γ ε[ y2(n)]+(1 − γ )y2(n) (12)

The ε[ .] stands for the Expectation operator whereas
the terms e(n) and y(n) are the residual echo signal and

the acoustic echo signal at sample n, respectively, and
0 < γ < 1 is a forgetting factor. Therefore, a lower ERLE
corresponds to a better SAEC performance.

3.2.1 Simulated tests setup
Various techniques for sound recording have been taken
into consideration in order to enhance the system per-
formance. Each technique aims at reducing the acous-
tic coupling between loudspeakers and microphones by
focusing on the speaker’s voice direction: in this way, two
issues are addressed, i.e., the attenuation of the sound
from loudspeakers and a partial decorrelation of the stereo
signal. The different techniques under test are listed as
follows:

• omnidirectional microphones with decorrelation
module, taken as standard configuration, and
hypercardioid/cardioid microphones with/without
decorrelation module;

• hypercardioid microphones in stereo configuration
with/without decorrelation module;

• BFs with omnidirectional/hypercardioid/cardioid
microphones with/without decorrelation module.

The acronyms HYP, CARDIO, OMNI refer to hyper-
cardioid, cardioid, and omnidirectional polar patterns,
respectively. BF and 2MIC refer to beamformer and two-
microphone stereo configurations. Finally, DEC indicates
the activation of the decorrelation module. The differ-
ent combinations of these acronyms denote the tech-
niques listed above and tested in our experiments. For
instance, the term “OMNI DEC” stands for the hands-
free communication system with two omnidirectional
microphones (not in stereo configuration) and involv-
ing the decorrelation module, whereas the term “BF
HYP” stands for the beamforming based system with
hypercardioidmicrophones andwithout the decorrelation
module.
All simulations have been accomplished considering

two identical rooms, as far-end and near-end. Room
plants with a couple of microphones or with a micro-
phone array are depicted in Figure 5. The talker has been
originally positioned on the left side of the microphones.
During simulation the source has beenmoved on the right
side after 5 s and again on the left side after 11 s: indeed
the SAEC system is particularly sensitive to room changes
due to the non-uniqueness problem.
Echo cancelation has been performed using the algo-

rithms described in Sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4. The adaptive
filters are partitioned into K = 8 sections of length 512
taps. A female speaker active over a time range of 18 s and
a sampling frequency of fs = 44100Hz has been consid-
ered. The number of samples of the simulated room IRs is
equal to 4096 samples.
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3.2.2 Simulated tests evaluation
The scenario with omnidirectional microphones and the
decorrelationmodule have been taken as the reference sit-
uation for the evaluation. ERLE behavior, with (Figure 6B)
and without (Figure 6A) decorrelationmodule, is reported
in Figure 6.

First of all, it is evident that techniques using BFs have a
positive impact in terms of echo cancelation performance,
setting the ERLE 12 dB lower than the reference value: in
particular, BFs with hypercardioid microphones seem to
have the best conduct, setting the ERLE 17 dB lower than
the reference value.
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Figure 5 Room plants with microphone array andmicrophone couple.

Furthermore, it seems that the decorrelation module
does not significantly influence the SAEC behavior when
stereophonic recording is employed. Indeed, there are
no differences between Figure 6A,B after transmission
room changes occurring at 5 and 11 s, precisely. This
is even more evident if we look at the ERLE trends
reported in Figure 7, corresponding to two different
stereophonic configurations using hypercardioid micro-
phones and with/without decorrelation module. It is
clear that the employment of the decorrelation module
seems to not provide a significant boost of echo reduc-
tion performance. This is basically due to the inherent
decorrelation of audio channels obtained in stereophonic
recordings (both in the two-microphone standard config-
uration and in the BF-based one), caused by the different
source contributions, corresponding to diverse acoustic
paths in the remote room, included in the left and right
channels.

3.3 System robustness tests
Fixed broadband BFs employing small microphone arrays
are typically sensitive to array imperfections. Several
efforts have been made in the literature to study this
problem and to propose efficient solutions to limit its
effects. One possible strategy consists in developing BF
synthesis methods which take into account the robust-
ness to microphone gain and phase imperfections [33]
or to microphone positioning errors [34]. Another inter-
esting approach is the one based on microphone cal-
ibration before the usage of beamforming algorithm
[35,36].
In this section, the authors analyze the effect of the array

imperfections on the characteristics of the designed BF

and on the performance of the overall stereophonic echo
cancelation system. Also the impact of noise from this
perspective will be discussed. Some simulated tests will
be presented in the following to evaluate the robustness
of the adopted beamforming technique and the overall
proposed hands-free communication system.

3.3.1 Beamforming robustness analysis
In this section, the simulated results of the analysis of
the influence that the microphone array imperfections
have on the BF beampatterns are discussed: such an
evaluation is performed both as a function of frequency
and incidence angle. The difference between the steer-
ing vector attained in these simulated operating condi-
tions and the one related to the ideal case study is also
evaluated.
Effect of microphone-array imperfections on beampat-

terns. For this analysis the ideal beampattern, i.e., the one
attainable in absence of microphone array imperfections,
is taken as reference and the error between this and the
one attained in simulated operating conditions when such
imperfections take place is calculated as a function of fre-
quency and incidence angle. Such an evaluation has been
accomplished by considering 50 distinct beampatterns,
corresponding to the following conditions:

• Each microphone is located around the ideal position
according to a Gaussian distribution, with zero-mean
and variance equal to 1mm;

• Each microphone is rotated around the ideal position
according to a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean
and variance equal to 6◦.
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Figure 6 ERLE trends for simulated tests with time-varying IRs. The “OMNI DEC” configuration is used as reference in both plots. (A)Without
decorrelation module. (B)With decorrelation module.

For each point of the grid frequency - incidence angle,
the mean square error between the ideal beampattern
and the one obtained for each microphone array con-
figuration mentioned above has been calculated; then,
all values have been averaged. Figure 8A–C report

the errors obtained in three different cases: omnidi-
rectional, cardioid, and hypercardioid microphones. It
can be easily seen that the biggest error values are
obtained at lowest frequencies, i.e., where the BF is
mostly selective.
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case studies are here addressed: the two-microphone stereophonic configuration and the BF one, both with hypercardioid microphones.

Effect of microphone array imperfections on steering vec-
tor. The following approach has been adopted:

1. A bidimensional grid of 11*8 points has been
generated. Each point represents a couple of
position—incidence angle values, respectively
varying in the ranges −1; 1mm and −6◦; 6◦ (around
the ideal microphone array configuration).

2. Each grid point corresponds to certain perturbations
in position and orientation for all microphones
according to the following rule: x value (both in
position and orientation) means that a perturbation
of −x, x, or 0 occurs for each microphone in the
array. 50 different combinations (generated by means
of a discrete Gaussian distribution) have been
considered for each grid point.

3. The steering vector has been calculated for each grid
point.

4. The mean square error between this steering vector
and the ideal one has been also evaluated for each grid
point and then averaged over all different grid points.

Figure 9A shows the error behavior in the presence
of omnidirectional microphones: it is evident that the
BF is only sensitive to the position and not to imper-
fections of the microphone array orientation. Instead,
Figure 9B,C report the error surfaces for the cardioid and
hypercardioid case studies: the microphone array position
imperfections have a reduced impact with respect to the

omnidirectional case, but now the orientation perturba-
tions influence the BF characteristics.

3.3.2 Robustness analysis of the whole system
Position, orientation, and gain. Now, it is important to
evaluate to what extent the beampattern error due to
the array imperfections influences the performance of
the overall echo cancelation system. Moving from the
same experimental scenario considered in simulations in
Section 3.2.1, the ERLE curves have been here calcu-
lated under different operating conditions, corresponding
to different array imperfections for different microphone
polar patterns. Also in this case we have that:

• each microphone is placed around the ideal position
according to a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean
and variance equal to 1mm;

• each microphone is rotated around the ideal position
according to a Gaussian distribution with zero-mean
and variance equal to 6mm;

• each microphone presents a gain value with respect to
the unitary one according to a Gaussian distribution
with zero-mean and variance equal to 0.2.

The ERLE curves have been calculated averaging the
results of four different configurations (for each operat-
ing condition) and then reported in Figures below. Fur-
thermore, in order to better understand the influence
that each type of perturbation has on the overall echo
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Figure 8 Effect of microphone array imperfections on beampatterns. (A) Omnidirectional microphone. (B) Cardioid microphone. (C)
Hypercardioid microphone.
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reduction performance, the following tests have been
accomplished:

1. real microphone position and ideal orientation and
gain;

2. real microphone position and orientation and ideal
gain;

3. real microphone position, orientation, and gain.

Microphone position perturbations do not have a neg-
ative impact in terms of echo cancelation: indeed the
ERLE curve does not differ significantly from the ideal
one. On the contrary, imperfections in microphone ori-
entation (Figure 10A) induce a relevant decrement of
the overall performance, in particular in the presence of
cardioid and hypercardioid microphones. A more evi-
dent impact is clearly visible in the third addressed
case study, where gain imperfections are also consid-
ered: also the BF configuration with omnidirectional
microphones is negatively influenced, as depicted in
Figure 10B.
Noisy scenario. As final test, the effect of noise pres-

ence on echo cancelation performance has been eval-
uated, without taking the aforementioned microphone
array imperfections into account. We can notice that:

• noise has been added both in the transmission and
receiving room;

• there is no acoustic coupling in the transmission
room since we are dealing with a simulated scenario.

Various tests have been accomplished by varying the
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) in both rooms. In par-
ticular the following operating conditions have been
tested:

• No noise;
• SNR = 20 dB in the transmission room without noise

in the receiving room;
• SNR = 20 dB in the receiving room without noise in

the transmission room;
• SNR = 20 dB in the transmission and in the receiving

rooms;
• SNR = 20 dB in the receiving room and

SNR = 40 dB in the transmission room;
• SNR = 20 dB in the transmission room and

SNR = 40 dB in the receiving room;
• SNR = 40 dB in the transmission and in the

receiving rooms.

Noise sources are located within the right and left beam-
patterns at a distance of 3m from the array, separated by
an angle of 50 ◦. The SNR value has been calculated with

respect to the voice signal in the transmission room. The
cardioid microphone array has been considered in our
simulations.
Figure 11A reports the ERLE curve in absence of noise,

confirming what already shown in the previous section.
The noise contribution in the transmission room does
not have a significant impact on echo reduction perfor-
mance, as confirmed by Figure 11C. On the contrary,
Figure 11B,D–F show how the presence of noise in the
receiving room seriously influences the overall system
performance; in particular, no advantage in using BF
instead of stereo microphones can be registered in this
case. It must also be noted that the ERLE value is limited
by the amount of noise acquired by the system and there-
fore lower performance with respect to the ideal case is
achieved at convergence.

3.4 Real tests
In this section, the results of the tests performed
under real acoustic conditions are discussed in order to
prove the effectiveness of the proposed system in real
scenarios.

3.4.1 Real tests setup
Tests have been accomplished by using two separate
rooms (namely Room A and Room B) at the audio
laboratory at the Department of Information Engineer-
ing at Università Politecnica delle Marche, as shown in
Figure 12A,B. It follows the list of the audio material
involved for test setup:

• 2 MOTU Traveler-mk3 audio boards, as depicted in
Figure 12A;

• 2 MOTU 8-PRE audio boards, needed to handle 5
microphones inputs for each room;

• 2 PCs Dell Precision T1500 with Intel i5 Core
equipped with the software NU-Tech (powered by
Leaff Engineering) [24] to manage the audio I/Os at
the sampling frequency of 48 kHz;

• 2 Scopia XT1000 modules [37] to allow the TCP/IP
based audio streaming between the two rooms, as
depicted in Figure 12C;

• 4 GENELEC 6010A loudspeakers;
• 10 AKG C400BL microphones;
• two bases for microphone positioning (Figure 12D).

Two different test sessions have been carried out in
order to prove the real-time performance of the pro-
posed system, referred as test session 1 and test session
2, respectively. In test session 1, the microphone signal
is acquired by using only the two most external micro-
phones of the linear array mounted on the supporting
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Figure 10 ERLE trends in presence of non-idealities. (A) Non-idealities in position and orientation. (B) Non-idealities in position, orientation, and
gain.

base; since the microphone distance in the array is equal
to 4 cm, the selected microphones in this configuration
are 16 cm far away from each other and they are also
tilted to form an angle of 70 degrees in order to guaran-
tee the stereophonic effect. In test session 2, the near-end

signal is acquired through the microphones array; then,
the beamforming algorithm is applied, according to the
guidelines described in the previous sections. In partic-
ular, the beampatterns have been designed to maximize
the stereophonic recording capabilities of the array. Loud-
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Figure 12 Real tests setup: meaningful details. (A) Room A. (B) Room B. (C) The SCOPIA XT1000 board (powered by Radvision). (D) The
microphone array.

speakers have been placed at a distance of 1m from the
center of the array in order to simulate real hands-free
communication acoustic conditions. Microphone calibra-
tion has been made in order to minimize the negative
effect of gain imperfections: microphone gain level has

been adjusted so that the energy of all the outputs were
the same, having white noise as input. Each simulation test
lasts 20 s assuming the following scenario: 0–5 s far-end
only, 5–10 s near-end only, 10–15 s double-talk situation,
and 15–20 s far-end only.
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Figure 13 Real tests in the two-microphone configuration: main signals behavior. (A)Microphone signal. (B) Signal to be transmitted to the
other room. (C) DTD signals, i.e., ζ1 (green line), ζ2 (cyan line), and DTD (red line). (D) ERLE (dB).
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3.4.2 Real tests evaluation
In these Section, only the results obtained in Room B dur-
ing test session 1 and test session 2 are reported for the sake
of brevity. Analogous results have been obtained for Room
A. First, it is worth noting that PC simulations (performed
with the parametric choices reported in Section 2.5) show
that the workload required by the overall system in terms
of CPU load is about 41%, thus guaranteeing real time
performance.
Figure 13 shows the behavior of the main signals

recorded during test session 1, i.e., the microphone sig-
nal (a), including the far-end signal and the near-end
signal, the residual echo signal (b), the DTD signal (c),
and the ERLE behavior (d). It can be easily observed
that the DTD algorithm correctly detects the occurrence
of double-talk taking advantage of the two control vari-
ables ξ1 and ξ2. Indeed the DTD signal (c) gets the value
“1” and the signal to be transmitted to the other room
coincides with the microphone signal in presence of the
local speaker. On the contrary, the DTD signal gets the
value “0” when no double-talk is present and the signal
to be transmitted to the other room is correctly canceled
in presence of remote speaker. As previously stated, ξ2
allows to overcome encountered problems related to very
low-level signals acting as a far-end signal detector. There-
fore, acoustic echo is correctly canceled as confirmed by
the behavior of ERLE (d). Moreover, echo path change
scenario has been taken into account considering new
echo paths after about t1 = 17 s: Figure 13 proves the
robustness of the system showing that no DT situation is
revealed.
Regarding test session 2 and assuming the same sce-

nario as in test session 1, analogous considerations can
be done taking into consideration Figure 14, where the
microphone signal (a), the signal processed by the beam-
former (b), the residual echo signal (c), the DTD signal
(d), and the ERLE behavior (e) are reported. More specif-
ically, the BF-based solution results more responsive and
robust to the echo presence, as confirmed by the plots in
Figure 15, depicting the ERLE behavior of the two system
configurations in the first 5 s of the experiment. More-
over, also in this case study, the DTD is not subject to the
echo-path change problem.
Finally, informal listening tests has also confirmed

the quality of the stereophonic rendering in real-time,
correctly detecting the movements of the remote speaker
just by means of the spatial image effect.

4 Conclusions
In this study, an optimal fixed BF for real-time SAEC sys-
tems has been developed: relevant performance in terms
of echo cancelation has been reached, providing the pos-
sibility of a stereophonic recording of sound and, as a
consequence of that, a good decorrelation between chan-

nels of stereo signals. Furthermore, no significant increase
of computational cost of the whole system occurred, keep-
ing the basic requirement of real-time implementation
of algorithms. The robustness of the overall algorithmic
framework has been experimentally analyzed with respect
to the microphone array imperfections and noise pres-
ence, in different configuration case studies. Obtained
results allowed concluding that, assuming to operate
under low noise conditions, small array perturbations
in microphone position/orientation and gain do not sig-
nificantly affect the behavior of the adopted BF solu-
tion within the SAEC system. Taking this aspect into
account, the authors developed a real hands-free commu-
nication system employing the BF technology discussed
in this article (also taking double-talk occurrence into
account), which has remarkably confirmed the results
already obtained in simulated scenarios.
Future developments are oriented to improve the BF

design in order to enhance the sound stereo quality and to
use the fixed-BF based SAEC algorithm in those environ-
ments where the impact of noise is more influential and a
specific algorithm is needed to deal with it. Moreover, the
whole systemwill be implemented in embedded platforms
to make the proposed framework more attractive for the
hands-free communication market.
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